ABEILLE RUCHE SCHOOL

PROSPECTUS
the beehive concept...

GROWING IN WISDOM
The information in this booklet should not be copied/altered in any way. No part may be reproduced without consent given by means of official
correspondence by the school. This booklet is purely an informational tool for parents of children who are interested in attending the school.
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WELCOME

		to Abeille Ruche School
Choosing the right school for your child is an important

‘‘ we’re committed to the

development of the
individual in a faithbased, small, nurturing
environment, with high
academic standards

decision that will have an impact on his/her current
happiness and future aspirations.

“home-school”

In our unique,

environment, your child comes

first; and we share a commitment to you as part of the
extended Abeille Ruche family. We are proud of the
achievements of our pupils over the years, both in what
they have achieved while with us and into their lives
beyond Abeille Ruche School.
As you peruse this document, you’ll see that Abeille
Ruche offers a calm, caring, nurturing environment
where pupils are not only able to learn effectively
and develop academically, but also become secure,
happy, confident, good human beings, who will make a
difference to the world in which they live as they rise to

‘‘

meet the challenges of the 21st Century.
Every pupil is supported to achieve the

standards

highest

through first rate teaching, and

encouraged to develop compassionate relationships
with staff and fellow-pupils based on mutual respect.
I would encourage you to come and view our school
so that you can witness our homely approach, with its
outstanding love and care.

Elizabeth Simpson
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HISTORY

		and achievements
Abeille Ruche School commenced operations on the 21st of January 2000 in the front room of a rented house in Edgemead,
Cape Town, with four pupils enrolled. My vision was to provide a unique, Christian-based,“home-style” environment, alternative
to the type of education offered by both public and other private schools, while still adhering to the Western Cape Education
Department Curriculum.
The demand for this nurturing, home-based education increased over the years. By 2008, the school was still operating in its
original home environment, but had also expanded into a second house.
The school is now based in Monte Vista and teachers are commited to the development of the individual in a faith-based, small,
nurturing environment, with high academic standards.

OUR BADGE
The badge consists of two sections: a mountain and a honeycomb.
Table Mountain is an immediately recognisable silhouette of Cape
Town where our flagship school is based. It is purple, to symbolise the
majesty of God. The honeycomb represents the beehive, a figurative
representation of our education system and the method in which the
pupils are educated. It is gold to depict the value of education. The bee
in the foreground represents the pupils who, with their teachers’ help,
produce the sweet honey of education.

OUR MOTTO
The motto : “Growing in Wisdom”, comes from Luke 2:52.
Within these three simple words lies the goal of Abeille Ruche School: pupils do not merely acquire knowledge by rote
(parrot fashion) learning, but are taught practical skills to apply their knowledge within their own lives and environment.
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FAITH-BASED
Our faith is at the heart of our school. We dedicate each day to our Lord Jesus Christ, beginning with meditation
on the Bible and prayer. We strongly reject the notion that any pupil should be excluded from this time and, no matter if
our beliefs vary, we are all united in faith for the first half hour of the day. We keep reminding ourselves, through the
course of each day, of what we learned in the morning, trying not to deviate from the right path in our relationships
with those around us.
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VISION AND MISSION
It is the aim of Abeille Ruche School to foster :
• Self-confidence
• Independent thinking
• Choices that lead to a better future
• Academic excellence
• Creativity and initiative
• Self-control
• Development of faith
• Celebration of success

To this end, Abeille Ruche School provides :
• Faith-based, not humanistic education
• A safe, nurturing and stimulating environment
• High academic standards
• Focus on values and self-esteem
• Professionally adept teachers
• Continuous assessment
• Open door policy
• A bully-free zone

Pupils receive individual attention
in a small, well structured
environment, in an atmosphere of
mutual respect and trust.

THE BEEHIVE CONCEPT …
A place where …

Every day matters
We are inspired
We feel happy
We support each other
We work hard and our efforts are rewarded

no-one is left behind

Pupils receive individual attention in a small, well-structured environment, in an atmosphere of mutual respect and trust, where
every pupil is invested in, valued and supported.
Classroom focus is on the pupils. The teachers use their skills and knowledge to create a stimulating learning
environment where every child is respected as a gifted human being. They strive to bring out the best in every pupil and
ensure that no-one is left behind.
ABEILLE RUCHE SCHOOL
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PARTNERSHIP WITH PARENTS
Children achieve their best when families and school work together. At Abeille Ruche School we follow an open door
policy, understanding how important your child’s well-being and education are to you. The school strives for a good working
relationship with all its parents. Occasionally you may have a query or concern and want to speak to someone. In this case
you will need to make an appointment in order to ensure that you have enough time to address your concern fully with
the class teacher. Should you require an appointment, you may phone the principal or use the office@abeilleruche.co.za
email address to make contact with your child’s teacher. Problems are usually easily resolved, but if you are not satisfied after
discussion with the class teacher, please make an appointment to meet with
the Principal. Be assured that, should you raise concerns, our respect and
support for you and your child will not be affected. It is advisable to raise
concerns as soon as possible as it is not always easy to deal with matters
that are months old.

COMMUNICATION
Your child’s homework diary serves as a communication medium. Newsletters
go out regularly. Class teachers provide information regarding learning,
homework, outings, etc. Parent consultations are held every term.
Attendance of these important meetings is strongly recommended to ensure
that we’re working together to enhance your child’s learning.

HEALTHY EATING
There is one break for Grade 1 & 2 pupils and two breaks for Grade 3 – 9 pupils.
Pupils bring a healthy packed lunch to school, along with a water bottle.
If a pupil attends Aftercare, Parents/Guardians are to provide sufficient snacks
for the Aftercare time. Lunch boxes and water bottles must be clearly
marked with the child’s full name. Grade 10 – 12 pupils have one break during
the course of their school day. NO FIZZY DRINKS ARE ALLOWED.

SPECIAL EVENTS
We end each term on a high note, with a special event that parents can attend
and enjoy with us. In term one, we hold our fun sports day. In term two we
celebrate our mothers and fathers with a special family event, which differs
from year to year. Our annual Speech & Drama Evening is held at the end of the
third term. Our academic year concludes with an Art Exhibition, Foundation
Phase Prize Giving and the Intermediate and Senior Phase Awards Ceremony
at the end of the fourth term. Our FET Phase celebrates year end with a formal
awards dinner.
Various fund-raising events are arranged from time to time during the course
of the year, but fund-raising does not play a huge role in our school.

morals and values interwoven with academics
PROSPECTUS
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VALUES AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES
CODE OF CONDUCT
We

foster

a

atmosphere

warm,

caring,

purposeful

in our classrooms where all children can
gain success. We have high expectations of behaviour and
standard of work. Our pupils participate in the formulating of
classroom rules and are expected to take ownership of their
own academic progress and behaviour. Hence, they are not
overburdened with excessive rules. A positive approach is
followed, where the pupils are encouraged to develop selfdiscipline and to take responsibility for their own learning and
behaviour. Codes of practice are displayed in the classrooms
based on the Code of Conduct quoted below.
Areas of concern will be communicated via the homework
diary or email, and parents will be invited to the school should
unacceptable behaviour persist.
1. The fundamental rule is respect – if you respect yourself,
your own property, other pupils and teachers, their 		
property and the school’s property, you will never be in 		
trouble at this school.
2. Your first duty in class is to listen to your teacher.
3. Put up your hand if you want to make a contribution to 		
classroom discussion.
4. Physical contact and abusive language are prohibited.
5. Possession of material that may harm other learners
is prohibited.
6. Any behaviour that continues after a teacher or fellow-		
pupil has asked you to stop is unacceptable.
Any breach of the above will result in appropriate
disciplinary action being taken.

MOBILE PHONES
Messages for the pupils can be left at the school’s
office. Pupils’ mobile phones must be switched off
and placed in their bags during the school day.
No pupil may keep a cell phone on his/her person.
Breech of this rule will result in the pupil’s phone being
confiscated overnight and returned after school the following
day.
The school accepts no liability for any loss or damage to a
pupil’s cell phone.

of
‘‘ expression
faith encouraged
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CAPS
The CAPS curriculum and school terms laid down by the
Western Cape Education Department are followed. The content
of the curriculum is presented from a theocentric rather than a
humanistic viewpoint.

THE LEARNING
CURRICULUM
It is our privilege to provide education to Grade 1 – 9 pupils
in the GET (General Education and Training) Phase of the
CAPS curriculum. We combine traditional values of hard work
and academic learning with creativity and innovation. We
believe that if teachers and pupils are happy and if the work
is meaningful, they will achieve their true potential in gaining :

• Spiritual empowerment

✓
✓
✓

• Creative expression

✓

• Skills for life
• Academic excellence

English and Mathematics are the core learning
areas at Abeille Ruche School. Proficiency in these subjects
is paramount in the Foundation and Intermediate Phases
of education. Thus these two subjects are given priority
on our timetable.
Foundation Phase (Grades 1 – 3)
Numeracy, Literacy & Life Skills are integrated and taught in
themes. Afrikaans is introduced as the First Additional Language.
Intermediate Phase (Grades 4 – 6)
English, Mathematics, Afrikaans, Social Sciences (History &
Geography), Natural Sciences and Technology, Life Skills
(Personal and Social Development, Creative Arts and Physical
Education) are studied.
High School (Grades 7 - 9)
English, Mathematics, Afrikaans, Social Sciences (History &
Geography), Natural Sciences, Technology, Creative
Arts, EMS and Life Orientation are studied.
FET (Grades 10 – 12)
At Grade 10 – 12 level, we offer a distance learning course,
making use of the Cambridge Curriculum. Pupils continue to
attend our school, while being registered with the Distance
Learning Academy. The IGSE and As Levels (Cambridge
Curriculum) are completed under the guidance and supervision
of a facilitator on campus.
PROSPECTUS
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COMMUNITY
SERVICE
Our school participates in regular outreach to the
surrounding communities:

Weekly:
We support the Happy Tummy feeding scheme by donating
a minimum of R5 every Friday. Pupils who donate to Happy
Tummy may wear civvies on Fridays.
Pupils and teachers also collect plastic bread tags. After a fair
amount are accumulated they are handed over to a company
which manufactures wheel-chairs for disabled persons.
Paper is accumulated and collected by a recycling company.

On-going:
Our families are encouraged to send used clothes to school,
which are dropped off at various charitable organisations.
Our families are also asked to donate pet-related items which
we deliver to Fallen Angels animal rescue organisation.
There is an SPCA collection tin in the tuck shop for pupils and
teachers to donate their small change.

Annual:
Once exams are completed in November, our
thoughts turn to community service and pupils are
involved in the following outreach excursions:
Retirement residences: our families donate small gifts which our
pupils wrap to take to the residents of this retirement village.
Our pupils also sing Christmas Carols and have tea with the
residents.
Animal Anti-Cruelty: our pupils visit and interact with the
animals, taking along pet-related items.
Orphanages: our pupils visit and play with the babies, dropping
off clothes, toys and books.
These activities are closely monitored by the teachers and
each situation is carefully assessed to ensure the pupils’ well
being and mental state is considered when taking part in any
of the above.
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‘‘

‘‘ We are inspired
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ASSESSMENTS
Continuous assessment is applied up to Grade Five.
Thereafter, continuous evaluation is supplemented with
exams written in June & November. For Grade 7 – 9 pupils, the first
and third term end with assessment presentations that the pupils
research and present in an oral and written format.

EDUCATIONAL
EXTENSION
Educational outings are arranged every term in order to enhance
and support classroom learning. Parents are requested to help with
transport and to attend the outings with the pupils.

ACHIEVEMENTS

Tygerburger - 21 November 2012

Our pupils continue after Grade 9, having attained high
academic standards, high self-esteem and strong faith, fully
equipped to progress to the IGSE phase of the
Cambridge Curriculum. Our past pupils have a
history of success in many different spheres of life.
In 2012 one of our pupils won second prize in a
National Art competition sponsored by DSTV.

Thando Yedwa holds Loly while proud principal, Liz Simpson, holds
the R4000 cheque made out to Abeille Ruche School in Century City.

ACADEMIC
REQUIREMENTS

Photo: Andre Bakkes

No pupil will be excluded from our system based purely on academic grounds. However, pupils who experience
severe barriers to learning are better served elsewhere, as we are unable to provide the necessary support systems
available in schools with Learning Support Units.
An interview will take place with parents and High School pupils (Grades 7 - 12) before admission to the school.
Admission is subject to the availability of space.

ABEILLE RUCHE SCHOOL
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‘‘

opportunities
‘‘providing
to be confident learners

HELPING WITH HOME LEARNING
The best help that parents can provide is to love and support their children, encourage them and set aside time daily
to show interest in the homework they have done. Parents are requested to check and sign that daily homework has been
completed. Parents can help their children to get organised by establishing a routine whereby books and other requirements
are packed ready for the next school day, in a quiet time before bed. Parents should set aside time to read to and listen to their
children read every day. Playing board games with your children will develop
counting skills and also teach them the value of being a gracious winner/loser.

HOMEWORK
• Consolidates what has been taught during the day
• Provides practice in developing skills, e.g. reading, spelling and counting
• Provides pupils with opportunities to work independently, e.g. on projects
• Enables pupils to prepare for forthcoming tests and ultimately exams

GUIDELINES
Foundation Phase (Grades 1 - 3) : maximum of thirty minutes per day, with the
emphasis on reading and counting.
Intermediate Phase (Grades 4 – 6) : maximum of one hour per day, with the focus
on reading, preparing for assessments and gathering information for projects
to be done at school.
High School (Grades 7 – 9) : In the High School, the focus shifts; pupils are expected
to become much more responsible and to follow a personal, independent study programme at home, over and
above their homework time. They should spend at least one hour on homework daily.
PROSPECTUS
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EXTENDED SCHOOL
AFTER CARE :
Abeille Ruche offers an Aftercare that is accessible on a permanent or casual basis, during term time only. Homework is
supervised at Aftercare by a qualified teacher. Pupils bring their own snacks to comsume at Aftercare.
EXTRA-MURALS :
Extra-murals are offered by demand each year, determined by parents at the annual parent information evening, which takes place
in the first week of the new term. Service providers provide information and application forms to our parents, which enables us
to offer the the most popular choices. There is sometimes a shift in our extra-mural offerings, but football, Helen O’Grady Drama
Club and Experibuddies remain firm favourites that are offered year by year.

STATIONERY REQUIREMENTS &
TEXTBOOKS
A list of required stationery and textbooks will be supplied on admission of the child to the school.

ABEILLE RUCHE SCHOOL
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UNIFORM
With its “Home-School” ethos, our uniform is designed to be
comfortable and child-friendly. There is some variation in colour and
style as parents are able to source items of attire from a variety of
different suppliers, but our badge on the shirts, fleecy tops and raincoats
is worn with pride. Plain golf shirts can be handed in for the embroidery
to be done. Our pupils’ appearance should portray a positive
self-image and a positive image of our school. This means that dyed
hair and unconventional hair styles are not acceptable. Hair should be
tied back if long. Jewellery is limited to a watch with a plain strap, one pair
of plain stud earrings in the lobe, girls only.
No uniform is required for FET (Grades 10 – 12) pupils, but the dress
code remains the same as above, I e portrays a positive self-image and a
positive image of Abeille Ruche School.
Uniform and logo embroidery orders can be placed with Linda
Engel: 081 413 6107 | 021 939 0205 | engellinda1228@gmail.com

BOYS :
Summer : khaki/beige shorts, white embroidered golf shirt,
khaki/beige socks, brown school shoes or brown sandals.
Winter : khaki chinos, white embroidered golf shirt/long sleeved
T-shirt, beige embroidered fleecy top, beige/khaki socks, brown school
shoes, school tracksuit. Black raincoat with embroidered school logo.

GIRLS :
Summer : khaki/beige skirt, white golf shirt with embroidered school
logo, dress, white ankle socks, brown school shoes or sandals.
Winter : khaki skirt, beige/brown tights, white embroidered golf shirt/long
sleeved T-shirt, beige embroidered fleecy top, school tracksuit , brown
school shoes/boots. Black raincoat with embroidered school logo.

SPORTS UNIFORM :
Our school has four “houses”. Pupils dress in a T-shirt that corresponds
with the colour of their house, black/white/house colour shorts,
socks and tackies :

Honey Bees – yellow
Bumble Bees – purple
Worker Bees – white

ALL ITEMS OF CLOTHING MUST BE CLEARLY MARKED
WITH YOUR CHILD’S FULL NAME.
PROSPECTUS
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SCHOOL TIMES
The school doors open at 07h30.
Grades 1 & 2 : 08h00 - 13h15
Grade 3 :		
08h00 - 14h00
08h00 - 14h30
Grades 4 - 9 :
Grade 10 – 12 08h00 – 14h00, Monday to Thursday and 08h00 – 13h00 on Fridays
On Fridays school closes at 13h15 for all pupils.
Aftercare is available to all pupils until 17h30.
Late collections will be penalised (see current aftercare fees).
D6 communicator available - messaging options available.

ATTENDANCE AND PUNCTUALITY
It is vitally important that pupils learn that punctuality
is not only good manners, but also instils a sense of
responsibility towards work. Late-comers miss out
on instructions and disrupt punctual children.
In order that no learning time is lost due to
unnecessary disruptions, pupils need to be present in
their classrooms by 07h45, so that they can unpack and
be ready for a prompt start at 08h00.
It is also important that pupils are collected promptly
at closing time. Pupils who are not collected within
15 minutes of closing will be accommodated in the
Aftercare and charged casual Aftercare rates.
It is the parents’ responsibility to ensure that their
children attend school every day. In the case of
serious illness, please inform the school by 08h00
that he/she will not be attending.

The school has a 24-hour answer phone, so messages
can be left at any time.

ABEILLE RUCHE SCHOOL
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MAKING THE RIGHT CHOICE FOR YOUR CHILD
“Shane started at Abeille Ruche in Grade 5 as an extremely anxious, shy, introverted child. Six months after starting here
he was no longer anxious, he became outgoing, confident and his self-esteem drastically improved. ”
Shane graduated from Abeille Ruche (Gr 9) in 2011.
“Overwhelmed by increasing numbers in the classroom, my son experienced some of his saddest days of his school life.
Ridiculed, teased and feeling like an outcast for not fitting into the brazen mould. Refusing to attend school at all, I needed to
find a saving grace before his life would be scarred forever. I found this in Abeille Ruche. Today, I have his teachers to thank
for restoring his faith in himself and allowing him to see that he counts too.”

“Our son was in a mainstream, well-known Primary School
where there were about 31 kids in the class. Since he has
been at this school he has been so much more confident
and he is doing so much better academically.”
“Our son was too scared to go to his regular school due to
feelings of anxiety and fear. He spent a trial day at Abeille
Ruche and never went back to his original school. He is
now confident, calm and happy. And so are we!”
“Thank you and Beatrix for all your time, professionalism
and effort. Mike and myself really appreciate what you
have achieved with Kyle.”
						
Jen
“I just need to tell you that yesterday Sheldon said
something so positive when I fetched him. He said “Mom,
this is the best school I have ever been to. My teacher just
understands me, she connects with me on my level, she
really understands me when I talk to her. Even the friends
I have made don’t judge me, everyone seems to want to
make it easier for the next one to be there and when we
have problems they don’t humiliate you or embarrass you,
I am so happy here.”
						Renee

“Dear Liz
We would like to thank you from the bottom of our hearts for all the love, care and help you’ve shown Claire and to us as a
family over the past two years. Your school has really helped Claire not only to catch up, but also, to blossom! Thanks for all
the hard work you put in – may our Lord continue to bless your efforts and we wish you and Abeille Ruche every success
for the future!
With love, Celia & Jonathon”
PROSPECTUS
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support
‘‘ We
each other

‘‘

Dear Liz
Many thanks to you, Abeille Ruche and its teachers for nurturing Inez.
When Inez came to you, we were all shattered - Inez from having to leave her safe school space, and us, her parents, for not
knowing whether we were making the biggest mistake for our child. You see, Inez had just been given an ultimatum: Ritalin/
repeat of gr 2/ leave the school. After much deliberation and lots of research, we made the decision not to medicate Inez.
Many lifestyle and routine changes were implemented.The most drastic change however, was the change of schools.
Right from the word go at Abeille Ruche, Inez was accepted and treated as a normal gr 3 pupil. No one made her feel slow,
inferior or odd. There was complete understanding for her distractedness.
The small class environment suited Inez down to the ground. She was heard. She was loved. She was made to feel special
because her unique set of gifts were noticed and appreciated.
Inez’s first year at Abeille Ruche was an adjustment for her (and us). Yet, at Abeille Ruche we could see her blossom. Gradually
her confidence grew. Her smile returned. Her sense of humor became wackier. She worked with gusto.
Today, five years later, we have the most beautiful, well-adjusted teenager in our home. Her love for Jesus shines through in
everything she does. She believes that she is capable of mostly anything. She loves Abeille Ruche, its children and its teachers.
Her sense of duty is well developed. Her attitude towards her schoolwork is good. She grabs every opportunity that comes
her way and loves life insatiably. No school we know, could have supported us more and helped us lay the foundation for High
School the way Abeille Ruche has done. We will stay eternally grateful.
Hendrik Bruwer and Catherine Ward
ABEILLE RUCHE SCHOOL
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Hi Liz
Have been so hectic lately that I have only now read about your school’s wonderful achievement at being voted the 5th best
private school in the province. I really want to congratulate you. This is such a remarkable achievement and truly well deserved.
You have done such amazing things for my child. After the rocky start I had with him at 2 previous other education facilities, I
never thought I would ever see such progress. He is grown into such a wonderful child, and a lot of credit goes to you and your
wonderful staff. You are truly inspirational and I hope your school continues to grow.
Regards, Lesley Burgess

Dearest Abeille Ruche
As Thando navigates the ‘new’ phase of his life, I am deeply gratefull that the values instilled in him, as well as the solid foundation
set by each one of you will go a long way in helping him achieve his dreams.
I particularly appreciate your unquestionable belief in Thando, undying support and deep desire to see him become the global
citizen and influencer he has the potential to be.
Thank you so very much for everything you have done. I wish each one of you the very best that life has to offer. May Abba
Father shine His light very brightly on you; as you continue to let the light shine even brighter on our children.
With fondest regards, Nosipho
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NOTES

CONTACT
INFORMATION
Physical Address :
3 Utrecht St, Monte Vista, 7460
-33.87957, 18.5541496
Tel : 021 559 8902
Fax : 086 218 0875
Cell : 074 181 9808		
E-mail : office@abeilleruche.co.za
Website : www.abeilleruche.co.za
Connect with us on Facebook

BANKING
DETAILS
Abeille Ruche School
FNB savings account
Acc. No : 62482026905
Branch Code : 200410

VITALS
WCED registration no : 13/3/1/168

